INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRAMS

CU Boulder offers interdisciplinary master's degrees as well as graduate certificate programs to complement a traditional education.

New graduate certificates must be approved by the Graduate School's Executive Advisory Council (EAC). For an updated list of graduate interdisciplinary certificates, visit the Graduate School Admissions webpage.

Master's Degrees

- Computational Linguistics - Master of Science (MS)
- Data Science - Master of Science (MS)
- Data Science - Master of Science (MS) Online
- Organizational Leadership - Master of Science (MS)

Certificates

- College Teaching - Graduate Certificate
- Data Science - Graduate Certificate
- Data Science - Graduate Certificate (Online)
- Digital Humanities - Graduate Certificate
- Earth Data Analytics - Foundations - Graduate Certificate
- Future Faculty Development - Graduate Certificate
- Hydrologic Sciences - Graduate Certificate
- Interdisciplinary Quantitative Biology - Graduate Certificate
- International Affairs - Graduate Certificate
- Native American and Indigenous Studies - Graduate Certificate
- Quantitative Methods for Behavioral Sciences - Graduate Certificate
- Satellite System Design - Graduate Certificate
- Social Innovation - Graduate Certificate
- Space Weather and Applications - Graduate Certificate
- Water Engineering and Management - Graduate Certificate